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FACT. th factors $N\subset M,$ $[M :N]<\infty$ , , $\alpha\in Aut(M)$
$\alpha(N)=N$ ,
$\alpha$ is fee on $M\Leftrightarrow\alpha|_{N}$ is flee.
. $-$ [Lo]
. . $\alpha$ $\alpha|_{N}$
. $\}_{\llcorner}^{\vee}$ factor AFD
, outer conjugate . ,
, .
, , factor
automorphism approach subfactor ,
, , , $III_{\lambda}$ , $0<\lambda<1$ , subfactor
. , [Ka]
. III index , [K] , $[C,H]$ [J]
. $[J,K]$ , ,
.
\S 1
, - [HHHK] . , $N\subset$




, . , $N$ weight
$\varphi$ , conditional expectation $\varphi\cdot B$ , modular au-
tomorphism groups $\sigma^{\varphi},$ $\sigma^{\varphi\cdot B}$ , .
\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}\varphi tt, R- $\sigma^{\varphi\cdot B}$ , $\sigma^{\varphi\cdot B}$ $B$
, .
(1) $N,$ $M$ , $\sigma$-Anite von Neumann .
(2) $B$ :M\rightarrow N , conditional expectation , $\lambda>0$ ,
$B-\lambda I$ $M$ completely positive .
(3) $G$ $M$ \alpha , , $B\cdot\alpha_{g}=\alpha_{g}\cdot B$ .
, $M,$ $N$ factor , (2) best $\lambda$ , Index $B$
. ( , [BDH]. )Factor . index
, , , ultraproduct
, . ($) , $\alpha_{g}(N)=N$ ,
, $\alpha_{g}(N)=N$ , ($) ,
.
(a) $N’\cap M=C$ .
(b) $M$ $II_{1}$ .










, $B_{1},$ $M_{1}$ , basic construction . ([K].) $,$ $N,$ $M$
factor , . Conditional expectation
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, $B$
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, $\alpha_{g}(e_{N})=e_{N}$ . ,
. , , $G$ , .
$B_{1},\tilde{\alpha}$ , $M,$ $M_{1},$ $\lambda$ , , (1), (2), (3)
.
$\hat{B},\hat{\alpha}$ , $M\aleph_{\alpha}G,$ $Nx_{\alpha}\hat{G},$ $\lambda$ , , (1),
(2), (3) .
. $\hat{B}_{1}$ , Bl , , $\hat{B}$ basic construction
, .
. $M_{1}x_{\dot{\alpha}}G$ $\hat{G}$- , $\tilde{\alpha}$ , $\hat{\alpha}$ on $Mn_{\alpha}G$ basic
construction , .
, ,
, . [Ka] .






$\mathcal{Z}$ , center , , Pimsner-Popa
conditional expectation , $\hat{\alpha}$ ,
.
\S 2
, , $N,$ $M$ factor .
conditional expectation , $X_{M}\cross\{1,2, \ldots, m\}arrow X_{M}$ ,
$X_{N}x\{1,2, \ldots, n\}arrow X_{N}$ projection . , $n,$ $m$
index . ( central ergodicity
.) , , $p\in\Gamma(\alpha)\subset\hat{G}$ , $\hat{\alpha}_{p}$ ,




$\hat{\alpha}_{p}^{h}=$ . index . ,
$k\Gamma(\alpha)\subset\Gamma(\alpha|_{N})$ . \Gamma (\alpha |N)\subset \Gamma (\alpha )
. $G=Z$ , $\Gamma(\alpha)=T\Leftrightarrow\Gamma(\alpha|_{N})=T$
\S 0 Fact .
, $\alpha$ [resp. $\alpha|_{N}$] inner , $\alpha|_{N}$ [resp. $\alpha$] inner
. , , $\alpha$ [resp. $\alpha|_{N}$]
, $\alpha|_{N}$ [resp. $\alpha$] ,
. , , (approximately)
(pointwise) inner, centrally trivial .
, . (
inner , .)
centrally trivial automorphism .
, $M,$ $N$ $II_{1}$ . ( ,
.) \alpha |N centrally trivial . B
$B^{\omega}$ : $M^{t\theta}\cap N^{t}arrow N^{w}\cap N’=N_{w}$ , Pimsner-Popa
, $\alpha$ $m=id$ on , \S 1 ,
$N’\cap M^{u}$ , $k>0$ $a\in N’\cap M^{w},$ $a\neq 0$ , $(\alpha^{w})^{k}(x)a=ax$ ,
$\forall x\in M^{\omega}\cap N$ , . ergodicity ,
$a$ unitary ,
, Connes , $(\alpha^{w})^{h}=id$ on $M_{t\theta}$ . ,
a\in M , . ,
$(\alpha)^{h}=id$ on $M^{\omega}\cap N’$
. ultraproduct . $\alpha\in Cnt(M)$
, $\alpha|_{N}\cong\tilde{\alpha}^{e_{N}}$ . Factor properly infinite
, $II_{1}$ Connes centrally trivial
automorphism .
pointwise innerness . , $\alpha\in Aut(M)$ point-
wise inner , $\varphi\in M_{l}$ , $u\in \mathcal{U}(M)$
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, $\varphi\cdot\alpha=Ad(u)\cdot\varphi$ . approximately
pointwise innerness , III . pointwise inner
Haagerup-Strmer , , $III_{\lambda}$ ,
$0\leq\lambda<1$ , \alpha $\in$ Aut(M) pointwise inner
$\alpha=Ad(u)\cdot\overline{\sigma}_{c}$ ( $\overline{\sigma}$ extended modular automorphism)
. , $III_{1}$ AFD ,
( ). , $M$
flow of weights , automorphism




$D(\alpha)=$ {$g\in G|\alpha_{g}$ $Ad(u)$ . \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}- }.
$>0$ , $kD(\alpha)\subset D(\alpha|_{N})$ $kD(\alpha|_{N})\subset D(\alpha)$
.
AFD , centrall trivial automorphism
, [KST] .
, centrally trivial automorphism
.
, approximately pointwise inner automorphism . Haage-
rup Strmer , $\alpha\in(M)$ approximately pointwise inner ,
$\varphi\in M_{\bullet},$ $\epsilon>0$ $u\in \mathcal{U}(M)$ $||Ad(u)$ .
$\varphi-\varphi\cdot\alpha||<\epsilon$ , . , $\alpha$ approxi-mately
pointwise inner , mod(a) $=id$ .
mod , Connes-Takesaki module . Module
, invariant weight modular automorphism group





$A(\alpha)=$ {$g\in G|\alpha_{g}$ approximately poin twise in$ner.$}.
$>0$ , $kA(\alpha)\subset A(\alpha|_{N})$ $A(\alpha|_{N})\subset A(\alpha)$
.
, AFD , $Ker$ mod $=\overline{Int}$ [KST]
, (poinwise .
\S $ Loi (AFD $II_{1}$ ) .
, .
AFD . , , $M,$ $N$ AFD
$II_{1}$-factor . , P. Loi [L]
. ,
. , . , $III_{\lambda}$ ,
$0<\lambda<1$ , subfactor .
subfactor discrete decomposition ,
$II_{\infty}$ , $II_{1}$ subfactor $N\subset M$ global
. , automorphism ee
outer cojugacy .
free , $N$ , $M$ hee $\llcorner$. , , \S 2
. . . outer $COI\dot{U}^{ugacy}$ ,
$N$ global automorphism , $N$ unitary inner
automorphism . Loi , Connes model action splitting
, free automorphism . Connes
.
(A) approximate innerness.




. Loi , (A)
$\alpha=\lim_{narrow\infty}Ad(u_{n})$ , $\tau\iota_{n}\in \mathcal{U}(N)$ ,
, (B) $N^{w}\cap M’$ $\alpha$ &eeness , Connes
,
. ,
. , , $\alpha\in Aut(M),$ $\alpha(N)=N$ , , downward basic
construction Jones projections $e_{-j}$ tunnel $N_{j}$ , $\alpha$
N inner automorphis$m$ perturb , $j$
perturbed $\alpha$ \alpha (e-j) $=e_{-j}$ .
, $\alpha$ $N_{j^{1}}\cap M$ , $\alpha$ outer conjugacy invariant
, Loi $\Phi(\alpha)$ . , $Ker\Phi$ ,
$N$ unitary inner automorphism
, $N’\cap M=C$ $N$ nite depth
, , , $\alpha$ $hee$
$N^{\omega}$ \cap M’ freeness . , [O]
, Ocneanu
. , , $N’\cap M=C$
, Ocneanu .
, $N’\cap M=C$ . ,
invariant $\Phi$ . , unitary
relative commutant unitary
? . , , Connes-
Takesaki module . Module unitary
centralizer center , ,





ultraproduct . Loi Ocneanu , triv-
ial relative commutant, finite depth , $N^{W}\cap M$ $M_{\omega}$
index subfactor , index
. , , \alpha fxeeness , \alpha w , Mw free




. Trivial relative commutant
.
, Popa , finite depth (trivial relative com-
mutant ) tunnel $N_{j}$ generating , $_{j}(N_{j}^{\iota}\cap$
$\backslash M)=M$ , tunnel .
, $\cdot$ . . $N_{2}^{w}\subset N_{1}^{w}\subset N^{w}\subset M^{w}$ , Jones projections{e-j}
tunnel . , $N^{w}\cap M’=\cap;N_{j^{\omega}}$
. , $e_{-j}$ $M$ tunnel $((\subset$
, $x\in N_{j^{w}},$ $a\in N_{j^{t}}\cap M$ $xa=ax$ generating
property $\supset$ . , Popa key
lemma , $c>0$ , $B_{N_{J^{}}(N_{\dot{j}}\cap M)(x)}\geq cx,$ $\forall x\in M+$
. , conditional expectation $B$ : $M_{\omega}arrow N_{w}$ $N’$ ,
$\lim B_{N_{j}}$. , $x\in M_{u,+}$ ,
$B_{N_{j}}\cdot(x)=B_{N_{j}}\cdot(B_{N_{j}\forall(N_{j’}\cap M)}(x))$
$=B_{N_{j}}\cdot(B_{N_{j}\forall \mathcal{Z}(N_{j^{1}}\cap M)}(x))$
$\geq c’B_{N_{j}\forall \mathcal{Z}(N_{j^{1}}\cap M)}(x)$
$\geq c’cx$ ,
, $B(x)\geq cc’ae$ . , $x\in M’,$ $N_{j}’\cap M\subset$




, c’ .) , $\alpha_{w}$ ,
$B$ : $M_{w}arrow N^{\omega}\cap M’$ \S 2 , heeness .
, $N^{w}$ \cap M’ factor ( ,
) .
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